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QUESTION 1

A customer is concerned about malicious activity occurring directly on their endpoints and not visible to their firewalls. 

Which three actions does Traps execute during a security event beyond ensuring the prevention of this activity?
(Choose three.) 

A. Informs WildFire and sends up a signature to the Cloud 

B. Collects forensic information about the event 

C. Communicates the status of the endpoint to the ESM 

D. Notifies the user about the event 

E. Remediates the event by deleting the malicious file 

Correct Answer: BCD 

https://investors.paloaltonetworks.com/node/11156/html 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer is targeted by a true zero-day, targeted attack. However, the customer is protected by the Palo Alto
Networks security platform. The attack leverages a previously unknown vulnerability in IE but utilizes existing hacking
techniques on the endpoint. It is transported over standard HTTP traffic and conforms to the HTML standards. It then
attempts to download from a website, compromised specifically for this attack, a custom piece of malware to run on the
endpoints. 

Which element of the platform will stop this attack? 

A. App-ID 

B. PAN-DB 

C. Traps 

D. WildFire 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

When a customer creates a new SLR report, what is the first step in generating a proper SLR report once logged in to
the Partner Portal? 

A. Click the Track my deals button to view your open Opportunities. 

B. Scroll down and click the New Security Lifecycle Review button. 
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C. Click the Select files... button and find the relevant statsdump file on your local machine and click Upload. 

D. Select the appropriate Opportunity. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two designs require virtual systems? (Choose two.) 

A. A shared gateway interface that does not need a full administrative boundary 

B. A virtual router as a replacement for an internet-facing router 

C. A single physical firewall shared by different organizations, each with unique traffic control needs 

D. A VMware NSX deployment that needs micros segmentation 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

Because of regulatory compliance a customer cannot decrypt specific types of traffic. 

Which license should an SE recommend to the customer who will be decrypting traffic on the Palo Alto Networks
firewall? 

A. App-ID, to use applications as match criteria in the decryption policy rules 

B. SSL Decryption, for inbound inspection and granular Forward Proxy SSL decryption 

C. Support, to request custom categories as match criteria in decryption policy rules 

D. URL Filtering, to use predefined URL categories as match criteria in the decryption policy rules 

Correct Answer: D 
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